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Wooded Kingdom Power Moons is what you'll find here, where you can detail each Power Moon and its location in the region with accompanying screens for extra clarity. This is where you'll find Wooded Kingdom Moons then, but other regions can cycle back to the Power Moon sites guide hub, or the
main Super Mario Odyssey guide and walkthrough hub for much more. On this page: 1st Road to Sky Garden The Iron Road: Halfway Point checkpoint, take out the smaller Piranha plants before using Cappy to defeat the oversized one. He vomits big purple gloop puddles, so he snuggles up from his
attacks and takes them off. When it falls, a moon appears in its place. 2. Flower Thieves in the Sky Garden (3 Acres) At the top of the metal tower you will encounter a Broodal boss fight. It's a spit purple gloop and uses its hat to pull lines of stuff around the arena. Use Cappy to hit him back and jump on
his head to damage him. Repeat three times to claim a Multi-Moon. 3. Road to the secret flower field after passing the Iron Mountain Road, Station 8 checkpoint, run up the ramp and possess the Sherm tank. Destroy the two other tanks and then use the cannon to destroy the four Bowser symbols around
the cannon attacking you. Your moon will appear instead. 4. Protect the secret flower field! Another boss fight, just after collecting the path to the secret flower field Moon. This floating boss has three phases that require you to destroy three rows of blue orbs, with wlel as three phases of lasers jump over.
Survive, and Multi-Moon is yours. 5. Behind the Rock Wall, this moon is located immediately after the forest filling station and the sunken section of Goombas. Use one of the Sherm tanks to destroy the great wall so you can climb to the top. Now walk to the left edge of the cliff and descend to collect. ::
The 20 best Nintendo Switch games you can play now are 6. Back to the mountain at the Iron Mountain Path: Station 8 checkpoint, jump into the lower part, possess the Uproot and destroy the gray bricks in the corner. Type The Warp Pipe, and then follow the 2D section to the end. Rise to the platforms
and grab the moon at the top. 7. Rolling Rock in the woods of Odyssey, head to the right and follow the edge of the map. Find a glowing rock on the floor. Bash that will soon reveal the moon. 8. Caught Hopping in the Woods! In the Odyssey, head right and look for the rabbit in a top hat with a wooden
stump opposite the Crazy Cap shop. Chase him and hit him enough to summon a moon. 9. Thank you for the award! In the area with the forest charging station checkpoint, look for the charging stations where Steam Gardeners line up. Ground Pound is the right station to reveal the new moon. 10. At the
top of the tall tree behind the Odyssey, look for the wall surrounding the area. Climb to the lowest part and follow as it swerves around the Crazy Cap store and to the right. jump to this new area, Twice the cap to possess and then use the stretch able to climb the platforms of the remote tree. Three
platform up, you'll find a peanut. Stretch it out to crack it and claim your winnings. 11. Live inside the tunnel at the summit path checkpoint, jumping to the edge of that forest below. They have to unroot and look for the opening of the river shown in the screenshot. Reach the platforms of Fire Bro, use the
Uproot to reach the mother and over the moon. 12. On the edge of the cliff from the peak path, upside down, on the hill, falls the destructable wall. Look at the right side (while facing) to see a set of platforms leading up to your side. Jump to the first two, long jump to the next two, jump to the last two. Now
use the poles to swing over a mother and moon. 13. At Nut's Round the Corner From the Iron Road Entrance checkpoint, head in the direction of the screenshot, possess a rooted rip out, turn the corner and then jump through the breakable boxes. The moon is in a walnut. 14. Climb the cliff to see the Nut
From the Iron Mountain Path: Station 8, jump into the lower part of the Uproot, turn and look for the gap in a yellow pole stuck up. Descend to this ledge and down to the one below. Destroy the mother, reveal the moon. 15. The Nuts in the Red Labyrinth Only after you have the first Unroot you can enter
the secret maze. Instead, he jumped up, stretches, and jump on two levels to crack open a nut in the top right corner. The moon will be waiting for you. 16. The Nut is the Dead End of Iron Road: Halfway Point, head across the platform and look for a gap between the wall and railing. Drop-down, they have
to uproot, jump up and turn around the corner. The moon mother is at the end. 17. Cracked Mom in a crumbling tower on Iron Road: Halfway Point, hit the P-Switch and follow the green road. Turn right and rise to the tower of crumbling boxes. On top, a walnut holds the moon. 18. The Nut that grew high
in Ferne's Iron Mountain Path: Station 8, jump off and possess the nearby Root, Jump back to the checkpoint, leads to the ledge behind the Steam Gardener. The moon nut is on the other side of the platform. :: Pokémon Sword and Shield scenario and guide 19. Fire in the cave The Railway: Entrance,
follow the path on the left side of the structure. Hit the scarecrow, run into the room and defeat the Fire Bro by jumping on him twice. 20. Hey out there, Captain Vaad! He's using Glydon from the observation deck to reach the remote space platform. Talk to Captain Vaad to get a moon. 21. Love the forest
ruins of the peak road, jump past the Sherm and into the area of goombas. Possess three towers and then jump from two towers to two. Now jump from the two remaining single Goombas to a tower of nine. Approach the lady in Goomba and collect the romantic gift. 22. Inside a rock in the woods on the
Iron Mountain Path: Station 8, jump down and The Sherm is two levels down. Descend again with the Odysses to the starting area and destroy the array behind the Amiibo device. There's an moon waiting inside. 23. Shopping in Steam Gardens In the opening area, follow the dirt road and jump into the
Crazy Cap store. Choose the yellow side and pay 100 gold coins to gain per moon. 24. Mom planted the tower in the metal tower, follow the second grassy road trail (one that fades continuously and reappeots) and look at the booth just before it hits the big steps on top. Stretch it out like a uproot to crack
the nuts and claim the moon. 25. Stretching your feet at the top of the metal tower (just before you face the Broodal boss), look at the floating shadow. As rooted, stretch as high as you can and then jump to grab the moon above you. 26. Spinning-platforms Treasure From the Secret Flower Field Entrance,
direction on the ledge can be seen in the screenshot. Drop down and control the fall, so you can land on the platform of the three gold rings. Cross the two rotating platforms, making sure you're against the wall every time you jump. Enter the warp pipe to collect the moon. 27. Make the secret flower field
bloom from the Secret Flower Field entrance, drop down in the boss area, then use the Spin Throw (point the Joy-Cons in front of you and then snap them on the left) all three rings of flowers to bloom them in time. A moon will appear. 28. Rolling Rock from Deep Woods, where Talkatoo is (see map
screenshot), drop down into the Deep Woods. Turn on 180_degrees, run past the beanstalk/beanstalk patch and destroy the rock just past to reveal the moon. 29. Shining in the Deep Woods Jump off the ledge behind the Odyssey to enter the Deep Woods, turn right, run away from the Steam Gardener
and hit the scarecrow on the water. Turn on 180_degrees and go through the gap in the third screenshot. Turn right and race to grab the moon. 30. Past the peculiar pipes drop down deep forest at the entrance to the Odyssey. Find the Warp Pipe above the hill where it descends. Enter the pipe, and then
specify the one on the right. Select the one on the left from the following three. The next five look random, so guess what. If you do it right, you'll open the moon. 31. At Babbling Brook in the Deep Forest the bean stalk, where it begins, turn left, run between the branches of the large tree, and then slightly
to the left towards the stack of amber blocks. Jump into Coin Coffer on the hill and then walk back to the hill and towards the stream. Across the water is a block of amber. Use the coins to blow up, ground pound the ground and reveal the moon. 32. Hard Rock deep woods is the place to drop down, run
forward past the beanstalk and head toward the light next. You're going to be seeing a big cube of dark stone. Wait for the T-Rex to approach his patrol, and then he'll get him to break through the rock. Ground Pound on the ground turns out to add a moon to the collection. 33rd Treasure Made Coins Turn
right from the bean shank and turn slightly to the left when you see the mountain with coin coffer. Own it, turn left and head to the lake for the stream (the same one that has a scarecrow in it). There's a green plant in the water. Start shooting coins into it. It will have about 500 coins to grow the plant and
reveal the moon. 35. Under the roots of the moving tree from which it falls, turn around and look for a multi-level hill with a small tree at the top (there are many blocks of amber in front of it). Own the tree, move it out of the way and land pounds on the floor to reveal the moon. 35. Deep Woods Treasure
Trip Run past the first beanstalk, turn right onto the brown of the T-Rex patrols, head toward the beanstalk light in the distance, and then take a hard right. You'll find a secret warp tube. Inside, open the crates in order and bask in the glory of the moon. 36. Exploring treasure at the top of the Babbling
Brook in the Deep Woods, look for the closed door behind a waterfall. Dress up in Explorer Hat and Explorer Outfit (available from crazy cap store in this region via regional coins) and talk to Steam Gardener. Enter the door to get the moon. 37. Wooded Kingdom Timer Challenge 1 on Iron Road: Halfway
Point, hit the scarecrow and use the poles to rise to the top of the challenge. 38. Wooded Kingdom Timer Challenge 2 is the forest charging station, hit by the scarecrow at the left station. Wall jumping to reach the yellow platform. The trick here is to get through the blue and yellow sections without
stopping. Grab the moon on the top platform. 39. Flood Pipeway On Iron Road: Entrance, turn left and fall into the pool. Go through the chain pipe and pass through the growing and falling stretch of water. There's a moon on the other end. 40. Flooded pipeway ceilings in Italy in the same place collected
moon #30, stop halfway through the challenge (check the second screenshot to see where). Back flip up and walk jumps to reach the secret moon above). 41. Wandering the FogClimb on the metal platform next to the forest filling station checkpoint, then possess the Mini Rocket to blast it out. When you
land on a cloudy platform above, collect the Moon Shard in front of you. Grab the second Shard on the other side of the platform. The third is located on the next raised platform, surrounded by two Paragoomba's. Collect, own one, then fly left and cross the gap to a single platform, then follow the
handicaps to the next, grabbing the Shard as it lands. Drop down side of the main platform was launched after the coins were down. The fifth Shard is under the platform. The moon will appear next to the Mini Rocket. 42. Nut Hidden in the FogIn in the same area collected moon #41, possess one of two
Paragoombas circling a tower, fly down next to the tower and hop down the ledge to find the mother and the moon. 43. Flower Road RunFrom the Iron Mountain Path, Station 8 checkpoint, jump back down the slope of the gold rings and look the route shown in the second screenshot. Enter the hat door
and press P-Switch to follow the leaf path because it winds around two platform goombas. Wait for the road to reappeal and ride to the next P-Switch.The next stage includes the Long Jump and Wall Jump sections, so you don't waste any time. Jump off the last part to reach the moon.44. Flower Road
ReachOn has the same challenge as moon #43, using the Goombas on opening platforms to get a tower high enough to climb the structure that briefly blocks your progress. The moon is waiting up. 45. Lift escalationUse the speed of flowers on the summit path to ride up the slope and reach the ledge on
the far right. Step into the hat door. You have the Sherm and press P-Switch to lower yourself. Do this twice more, destroying the prickly enemies of Fire Bros and Sherms before reaching the moon in the cage at the end. 46. Lift Blind SpotThe same challenge found moon #45, possess the Sherm front
and turn around to face the wall at the other end, where the P-Switch. Look for a partially lit wall patch. Shoot him to reveal the moon. 47. Walk through the cloudsthe Iron Mountain Path, Station 8 checkpoint, run up the mountain and collect the seeds of the Steam Gardener. Now run back to the P-Switch
near the ramp you first climbed. Press to reveal some blue and yellow platforms. Climb before the time runs out to reach the observation dock platform. Throw the seed in the soil at the highest level. In this challenge area, use your uproot comb to collect many coins and reach higher platforms to reach
riding the moving blue platform. The moon is at the end of the course. Stretch it out and take back the property to get it. Need more help? The Super Mario Odyssey guide and guides you through each goal in each kingdom, while power moon locations let you track the likes of Cascade Kingdom Power
Moons, Sand Kingdom Power Moons, Metro Kingdom and New Donk City Power Moons and more collectibles. We also have Purple Coin locations in each kingdom, and if you want to know what to spend, we have a hat list, clothes list, stickers list, souvenir list, and a music list to kit out the appearance
of both Mario and the Odyssey. After you finish the game, check out the free Balloon World update as well. 48. Above the clouds, we are halfway through the orbit where the moon #47 collected and look at another moon directly above you. Stretch it out, de-possession, and the moon is yours. Don't worry,
moving blue platforms are in an endless cycle so you won't get stuck. 49. Secret Path to Wooded KingdomTo find this path, head to the Metro Kingdom and search for a hidden platform behind the Odyssey of the Metro Kingdom. Enter to collect the moon locked in a sky-high cage. 50. Found in Wooded
Kingdom Art This image is located behind a tree south of the Odyssey. This shows that the who will give you the walking challenge of the Sand Kingdom (Moon #45 #45 in the desert). Travel on the Sand Kingdom, walk north past the Koopa, past the big hole where the Inverted Kingdom used to be. The
moon will be in the ground in front of two bushes. 51. Swing Around Secret Flower Field It's Hard to Find. From the entrance to the Secret Flower Field, make a 180, turn left, and find a yellow pole next to the building. Climb up, run to the other side and rise to the other yellow pole. Jump onto the breakable
crates and do a long jump to hit the poles. Swing around to reach the key. Press the P-Switch, follow the letter path, and the moon is yours. 52. Jammin' in the Wooded Kingdom Approach the vaad listening to the headphones (in the raised area of the Uproots near the Odyssey), play the song Above the
Clouds (opened by getting Moon #37 Bowser Kingdom). 53. Forested Kingdom Regular Cup This competition can be found at the service station. There's a shortcut at the beginning - instead of going down the bean stalk, run left towards the queue of Steam Gardeners and jump off the edge. Throw Cappy
before hitting the floor to avoid the paralysis Mario gets when he falls from a high altitude and then climb to the level of the rising pistons. Use the Uproot at the top to navigate the last part of the race. 54. Peach in the Wooded Kingdom Locate Peach next to the observation deck checkpoint. Talk to him to
gather the moon for this kingdom. Just as the above moons appear when you clear the Kingdom for the first time, there is also a line that can be collected later in the game. Be warned the following contains some lightweight spoilers. When you've discovered every single Kingdom before, you may have
noticed a huge gray block that seems to have no purpose. This is the object you need to find when you finish the game, which gives you even more programs. This content is located on an external platform that will only appear if you accept targeting cookies. Please allow us to view cookies. The video
above from Nintendo Life explains this in more detail, but briefly – fill in the game, locate the block in any given Kingdom, and more moons will be available for you to find. We don't detail these extra moons here, but the number of extra challenges available in each Kingdom varies - as does the amount of
moons you can start with. good luck! Luck!
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